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ABSTRACT
This poster-presentation is about active learning in a course sustainable wireless electronics and it. Active learning understood as practical lab-exercises and a team chosen project.

INTRODUCTION
This poster will present how I activate the students in an elective course SUSIE (62562–10 ECTS ref 1) and student’s results. Students studying Electronics and IT/software are much focused on the technology rather than looking at environmental impact. Therefore we have integrated design for low energy and resources in the curriculum. Further, to motivate the students we let them build/program an embedded system from sensor to cloud (internet of things) which should have a purpose of bringing awareness about the way we use a house/living room as well bringing a better indoor climate. The course has been offered for the past 2½ years to Electronics and IT Bachelor of Engineering students at DTU Diplom former IHK.

Project work
Finally, team based project work is undertaken with the purpose of using all the topics and lab-exercises from the classes in solving a self-chosen problem during 4weeks of each 8 hour: “Chose a problem domain for which it is relevant to monitor environmental data and controlling actuators, e.g. in a home, at Campus Ballerup, a green house, plant control, electrical vehicle, etc.” – “One of the wireless nodes should be powered by a renewable energy source”. The poster will present examples on projects and labs and outline what is required to run such a course. The website http://www.sustainableelectronicit.org/ presents some of the student’s projects.

Relations to other courses
The poster will also short show how students from this course are inspired to cooperate with students enrolled in another elective course about a Sustainable development and design (SDTU). The students are then able to apply their knowledge from the SUSIE course in the cross disciplinary course, building prototypes for building control and learning about energy screening and regulations and standards for energy consumption in buildings.

Outcome
By participating in this poster presentation you will get ideas about how students are a motivated by defining their own problem and project and how the curriculum is designed.
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